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a b s t r a c t
We propose a unitary diagonalisation of a special class of quaternion matrices, the so-
called η-Hermitian matrices A = AηH , η ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ} arising in widely linear modelling.
In 1915, Autonne exploited the symmetric structure of a matrix A = AT to propose its
corresponding factorisation (also knownas the Takagi factorisation) in the complex domain
C. Similarly, we address the factorisation of an ‘augmented’ class of quaternion matrices,
by taking advantage of their structures unique to the quaternion domain H. Applications
of such unitary diagonalisation include independent component analysis and convergence
analysis in statistical signal processing.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Quaternions have found a number of practical applications [1–3] and have been considered in various areas of Applied
Mathematics [4–6], yet theoretical advances, especially in the linear algebra community [1], have been slow, mostly due to
problems related to the noncommutativity of quaternion multiplication (ab ≠ ba). An important example of this ambiguity
is the spectrum of quaternions: the left (λl) and the right (λr ) eigenvalues of a quaternion matrix A have to be treated
independently, that is,
Left spectrum: Ax = λlx (1)
Right spectrum: Ax = xλr . (2)
The left eigenvalues are still a subject of ongoing research, whereas the right eigenvalues arewell understood [1], and are the
only eigenvalues considered in thiswork. For understanding theoretical performance bounds and the stability of quaternion-
valued algorithms in practical applications, further studies on the eigenvalue decomposition of quaternion matrices are a
prerequisite. To this end, we propose a novel set of factorisations for a recently introduced special class of ‘augmented’
quaternion matrices [3]; their symmetry structures are unique to the quaternion domain and cannot be treated using
conventional notions borrowed from the complex domain, such as symmetric or Hermitian structures, as is often the case
in the existing literature [1,7,8]. Prior to their formulation, we illustrate the need for novel factorisations by revisiting the
Autonne (also known as Takagi) factorisation for complex symmetric matrices [9, p. 204]:
A = AT = USUT (3)
which is a special case of the singular value decomposition (SVD), that is, A = USVH when U = V∗. In this work, symbols
(·)∗, (·)T , and (·)H denote respectively the conjugate, transpose and conjugate transpose operations.
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The quaternion domain offersmore degrees of freedom than the complex domain, and apart from the standard symmetric
andHermitian structures inH, the set of real quaternions, there also exists a class of quaternionmatriceswhichwe refer to as
the ı-Hermitian A = AıH , the ȷ-Hermitian A = AȷH , and the κ-Hermitian A = AκH , which arise in widely linear modelling [3]
due to the following quaternion involutions1 of a quaternion q = qa + ıqb + ȷqc + κqd, defined as [10]
qı = −ıqı = qa + ıqb − ȷqc − κqd
qȷ = −ȷqȷ = qa − ıqb + ȷqc − κqd
qκ = −κqκ = qa − ıqb − ȷqc + κqd. (4)
Useful properties of these involutions can be found in the Appendix (where Aη = −ηAη). In the context of matrices, an
η-Hermitian matrix A = AηH can be defined as A = −η(AH)η, η ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ}. To the best of our knowledge, the unitary
diagonalisation of this new class of quaternion matrices has not yet been considered and is addressed in this work, by
demonstrating that they admit the factorisation of the form
A = AηH = U3UηH η ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ}
where U and 3 are respectively a unitary and a diagonal matrix. Its existence is implicitly implied in Lemma 8 on p. 404
in [11]; however, it does not state explicitly what the quaternion sesquilinear forms2should be. Prior to the proof, as a
motivation we next illustrate an application in statistics.
1.1. Application in statistics: diagonalisation of complementary covariance matrices
For a given quaternion-valued vector x, the so-called complementary covariance matrices Cηx can be concisely expressed
as (for more detail, see [3])
Cηx = E{xxηH} = U3UηH ∀ η ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ} (5)
and are η-Hermitian. We can then apply a unitary transform y = UHx to diagonalise the covariance matrix given by
Cηy = E{yyηH} = E{UHxxηHUη} = UH(U3UηH)Uη = 3. (6)
Potential applications of the proposed diagonalisation in H include independent component analysis [12] and convergence
analysis in statistical signal processing [13].
2. The main results
Prior to giving the main results, we first give an important lemma which is an essential tool for subsequent analysis. The
proof of the lemma can be straightforwardly obtained as in [14, p. 411].
Lemma 2.1 (which does not assume that A is η-Hermitian) states that
Let A be an n-square quaternion matrix. There exists a unitary matrix X, a diagonal matrix 1 with non-negative entries, and
a matrix Y with orthonormal rows such that A = X1Y. The columns of the matrix X are eigenvectors of AAH . If AAH has
distinct eigenvalues, then X is determined up to a right diagonal factor3 D = diag(eir,1θ1 , . . . , eir,nθn) with all θi ∈ R and
|di| = |eir,iθi | = 1; that is, if A = X11Y1 = X21Y2, then X2 = X1D.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an n-square quaternion-valued η-Hermitian matrix, i.e., A = AηH , where η ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ}. If A has distinct
singular values, then A admits the following factorisations:
A = U3UηH (7)
= Vη6VH (8)
= QSQηH (9)
where the matrices U, S and V are obtained from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of A = USVH , while 3 and 6 are
quaternion-valued diagonal matrices whose diagonal elements have vanishing η-imaginary parts, and Q is a unitary matrix.
1 These involutions can be used to extract the four components of a quaternion q = qa + ıqb + ȷqc + κqd as
qa = 12 (q+ q
∗) qb = 12ı (q− q
ı∗) qc = 12ȷ (q− q
ȷ∗) qd = 12κ (q− q
κ∗).
2 The sesquilinear forms for obtaining the unitary diagonalisation are φ(x, y) = xHy and ψ(x, y) = xnHAy.
3 Where the imaginary unit ir,i = (ıqb,i + ȷqc,i + κqd,i)/

q2b,i + q2c,i + q2d,i .
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Proof. Based on the SVD of A = USVH , the matrix product AAH can be expressed as
AAH = (USVH)(USVH)H
= US2UH . (10)
Using the η-Hermitian property, A = AηH , the matrix product AAH can also be written as
AAH = AηHAη = (USVH)ηH(USVH)η
= (VηSUηH)(UηSVηH) = VηS2VηH . (11)
According to Lemma 2.1, the unitary matrices U and Vη in (10) and (11) are related by a diagonal matrix D as
U = VηD. (12)
To derive the matrix factorisation in (7), we use the result U = VηD as follows:
A = USVH = (USVH)UηUηH
= US(VHVDη)UηH = U(SDη)UηH
= U3UηH
where3 is the product of the two diagonal matrices S and Dη . Noting the unitary property of the diagonal matrix D−1 = DH
in Lemma 2.1, the factorisation in (8) can be obtained similarly as
A = USVH = VηVηH(USVH)
= Vη(DUHU)SVH = Vη(DS)VH
= Vη6VH . 
Remark 1. Observe that the diagonal matrices in (7) and (8) have the relationship 6 = 3η , since 6 = DS and 3 = SDη =
DηS.
Remark 2. The η-imaginary components of the diagonal elements of 6 and3 vanish, since 6 = 6ηH and3 = 3ηH .
Remark 3. The magnitude of each diagonal element of 6 = diag[σ1, . . . , σn] equals the magnitude of its corresponding
diagonal element of 3 = diag[λ1, . . . , λn], that is, |σi| = |sieir,iθi | = | − ηsieir,iθiη| = |λi| ∀ i = 1, . . . , n, where si and eir,iθi
denote respectively the ith element of diagonal matrices S and D. Furthermore, the magnitudes of these diagonal elements
are equal to their corresponding singular values of A.
Remark 4. One benefit of the factorisations in (7) or (8) is that in order to factorise this class of matrices, either the left
eigenvectors U or the right eigenvectors V need to be determined, and not both as in the case of the SVD, thus offering lower
computational cost; for computing the SVD, a practical algorithm can be found in [15].
Remark 5. All the results in this work hold not only for η ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ}, but more generally for any pure imaginary unit
quaternion η.
Remark 6. The condition that A has distinct singular values plays a role in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Similar results are
expected to hold for a general square quaternionmatrix. Possible approaches to resolving the problemmaybeby a continuity
argument (see, e.g., [14, p. 416]) or by the uniqueness of the SVD (see, e.g., [16, p. 334] or [9, p. 144]) or through consimilarity.
Noting that D = DηH or Dη = DH from Remark 2 and its unitary property, the factorisation in (9) can be verified as
A = U3UηH = U(SDη)UηH
= U(Dη)1/2S(Dη)1/2UηH = QSQηH
where the unitary matrix is
Q = U(Dη)1/2 = U(VHUη)1/2 = VηD(Dη)1/2. (13)
Computation. The unitary matrices U and V in (7) and (8) can be calculated from the SVD of A = USVH , and the unitary
matrixQ in (9) canbe obtained from (13). Thediagonalmatrices in (7)–(9) canbe computed respectively as3 = UHAUη,6 =
VηHAV, and S = QHAQη .
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Appendix. Properties of quaternion involutions
A.1. Quaternion products
For any two quaternion variables q and p, the properties of the quaternion operations with η are given by [10]
p1. (pη)η = p,
p2. (pη)∗ = (p∗)η ,
p3. (pq)η = pηqη ,
p4. (pq)η∗ = qη∗pη∗,
p5. (pδ)η = (pη)δ = pα for all distinct η, δ, α ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ}.
It is crucial for practical applications to consider how these properties can be used in the context of quaternion matrices
elementwise.
A.2. Quaternion matrices
For two quaternion matrices A and B, some useful matrix operations are listed below:
P1. (A∗)T = (AT )∗,
P2. (A∗)η = (Aη)∗,
P3. (Aη)T = (AT )η ,
P4. (Aη)H = (AH)η ,
P5. (Aδ)η = (Aη)δ = Aα for all distinct η, δ, α ∈ {ı, ȷ, κ},
P6. (AB)∗ ≠ A∗B∗,
P7. (AB)T ≠ BTAT ,
P8. (AB)η = AηBη ,
P9. (AB)H = BHAH ,
P10. (AB)ηH = BηHAηH .
Observe that P8 can be proved by using property p3 of Appendix A.1 and that (p+q)η = pη+qη . Property P10 can be proved
by using P4, P8 and P9.
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